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Abstract—A novel complex of time domain beam
diagnostic tools integrated with SHT congruent calculus
shows for the first time a direct evidence of a delayed
component in the SR-IR emission of relativistic bunches
of electrons and positrons at DAΦNE and HLS (Hefei
Light Source). This evidence may lead to a paradox
within the fundamental postulates of Special Relativity
which implies a different value of light speed in vacuum.
If it will not be considered valid, the paradox may be
solved by discarding the “Rigid Bunch Model” in order to
allow the bunch of relativistic particles to behave and
evolve dynamically through a major collection of degrees
of freedom, therefore exhibiting internal modes and/or
“super-motions”.

correlation time tests allowed to exclude a contribution
of systematic effects in the splitting discovered. The
next step was to draw up a dynamical image [4] of the
bunch train emission response as a time series and to
define a statistical ensemble in the density profile space
(see fig. 1 and 2)

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The introduction of new ultra fast detectors operating
at room temperature in the range of ps [1] combined
with SHT congruent calculus [2] has permitted the
development of a time-domain complex beam
diagnostic tool which allows monitoring of bunch-bybunch and turn-by-turn positron infrared (IR) emission
with the goal to improve the DANE diagnostics.
Indeed, the main aim is to identify and characterize
both longitudinal and transverse bunch instabilities in
order to better understand the limits of DANE
performances in terms of positron beam current and
collider luminosity [3]. The response of ultra fast
detectors has also been tested at HSL (Hefei, China).
Other experiments have been performed through
different set-ups (single channel, single bunch tests and
so one) and compared with the outcomes of the streak
camera.
The results of the data analysis shows a direct evidence
of two components (“fast” and “delayed”) in the SR-IR
time domain emission spectra of each bunch of
relativistic particles.
These outcomes have been also presented by the author
at the ENEA Research Center of Frascati on July 2nd
2010.

Fig.1 Multiple-Minima solution of a noise-signal ratio surface
over a partition of the entropy of configurations from the whole
ensemble of the 4138 data arrays of the SR emission of electrons
at DAΦNE. The minimum indicated by the red arrow identifies
the best ensemble of arrays, represented conventionally by Ze.

II. DATA ANALYSIS
All the data arrays have been selected and analyzed by
the means of SHT congruent calculus, developed in
1997 and patented by the author in 1999 in order to
understand, solve and simulate disordered and complex
systems [2]. The arrays matched and tagged by SHT
level 1-2 algorithms according to the best signal-to
noise ratio have been transformed into time series and
then de-convoluted by SHT level 5-9 best profiles of
density of probability. At first, the auto and cross



   

  

Fig.2 Typical single channel response in Volts per time (ns) of the
SR-IR emission of a 100 bunch train injection in DAΦNE, among
two consecutive periods (above). In the magnified figure framed
in red is shown the typical emission profile of each bunch
emission.

III. RESULTS
Both the analysis performed at DAΦNE positron ring
and at HLS confirm direct evidence of a splitting in

two components of the SR-IR emission typical time
domain spectra of each bunch (see Fig. 3).

Fig.3 Typical splitting in 2 components of the SR-IR single bunch
emission. In the diagram above is also reproduced the SHTlevels 5-9 gaussian regression by 2 maximun signal-to-noise
array profiles.

Figures 5 and 6).

Fig. 5 Amplified and simplified model of SR motion and
emission of a non rigid bunch. The fast component might be
related to the emission of the CM of the rigid model or the socalled “super particle” while the delayed component may be the
direct evidence of a “super motion” inside the bunch itself.

At this point, if we deal with the so-called “rigid bunch
model” which describes the motion inside a bending
magnet and the consequent emission of a bunch of
particles as a single “super particle”, the evidence of a
delayed emission component in the SR spectra might
generate a paradox within the fundamental postulates
of Special Relativity (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 6 Other models may be driven by an analogy with biological
structures and dynamics such as cholesteric phases and so on.
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